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The postdoctoral and clinical 
residency periods are 

intended to further develop 
the independence of a newly 

trained doctorate recipient. 
This is a temporary period 

that transitions the individual 
from a trainee to an 

independent researcher. The 
mentor(s) at this stage are 

essential to career planning 
and transition to 

independence.
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Early career researchers are about to transition - or have 
recently moved - to fully independent positions as 
investigators, faculty members, clinician scientists, or 
scientific team leaders in industry. Early career 
researchers focus on establishing themselves as the 
experts in their chosen research areas.

Fellowship/Early Career
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• Early career researchers are about to transition - or have recently moved - to fully 
independent positions as investigators, faculty members, clinician scientists, or scientific 
team leaders in industry. Early career researchers focus on establishing themselves as the 
experts in their chosen research areas.
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Mid-Career/ 
Changing 

Topics

• To provide 
opportunities for 
experienced scientists 
to make major changes 
in the direction of 
research careers, or to 
acquire new research 
capabilities to engage 
in health-related 
research.


